Development of software using off-the-shelf components seems to offer a chance for improving product quality and developer productivity. This article reviews a foundational testing-based theory of component composition, describes tools that implement the theory, and presents experiments with functional and nonfunctional component/system properties that validate the theory and illuminate issues in component composition.
INTRODUCTION
Component-Based Software Development (CBSD) using off-the-shelf components is one approach to the problem of overwhelming complexity of modern software. Other engineering disciplines have been remarkably successful in defining and standardizing components from which large systems are designed and built. It is characteristic of successful component-based development that components are selected from a catalog and the catalog descriptions alone are required for systems design and evaluation. Systems design is done on paper, not by experimental construction. An important benefit of this ideal approach is that software can do part of the design work. So-called CAD (Computer-Aided Design) tools help the system designer combine component catalog descriptions into a system description.
The software version of component-based design is only in its infancy. There is disagreement about what constitutes a component, about the form of a catalog description, and about the necessary or allowed forms of combination. The ideas and supporting tools available today are thought by some to be useful and important, but none comes close to the state-of-the-art in (say) mechanical engineering CAD.
This article describes tools and experiments the tools support, exploring a particularly simple and ideal theory of components and their combination based on testing. A component is taken to be an executable program. Its catalog description is obtained by test measurements over a collection of input subdomains. The resulting description is an approximation to the component's functional and nonfunctional behaviors. Using the system-building constructs of sequence, conditional, and iteration, systems are designed from components. A CAD tool predicts system functional and nonfunctional behavior from the system structure and the component catalog descriptions that comprise it. Only the component catalog descriptions are required: The system designer needs no access to component code, not even binary executables.
By imposing restrictions on the components themselves, the theory allows a complete realization of ideal CBSD and the implementation of tools supporting experiments that expose issues and problems in its use. The restrictions are as follows.
-Component input and output are single floating-point value domains. -Components may have local persistent state, but only from a single floatingpoint value domain. -There is no concurrency.
These are severe restrictions, but they are consistent with the bulk of existing testing theory that began with the work of Goodenough and Gerhart [1975] .
They allow an ideal separation between component development and system design, and if they are observed, powerful tools can be implemented to support CBSD. Without the restrictions, it is problematic what tools can accomplish. For example, detailed practical models like UML are supported only by syntaxchecking and bookkeeping tools; nothing remotely like the automatic synthesis of our CAD tools is imaginable.
In what follows we speak as if our theory and supporting tools were being used by practicing software developers, but this is only a presentation device. Before these ideas can be used in practice, many difficult technical problems would have to be solved. In the restricted setting described in this article, our purpose is to gain understanding of the way in which components might be used ideally, the problems that arise, the way in which tools can help solve these problems, and limitations of tool support.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 is a brief summary of theoretical background. Section 3 describes implementation of supporting tools with expository examples of their use. Section 4 describes experiments exploring and validating the theory. Section 5 collects some applications of the theory supported by the tools. Section 6 describes planned extensions of this project.
THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
A major deficiency of software-testing theory is that it is not "compositional." Independent test results from software elements C 1 and C 2 cannot be directly combined because interacting test outputs and inputs do not match. For example, if C 1 has been tested on input X with output Y and C 1 and C 2 are placed in sequence, it is unlikely that C 2 will have been tested on input Y , so the composite output on input X cannot be predicted.
Subdomain testing [Howden 1976 ] provides an approximation that solves the problem of mismatched output/input; our theory of software component composition is based on subdomains.
Stateless Components
Because the behavior of programs that retain state is potentially much more complicated than without state, stateless theory is given first. It exhibits many characteristics of the more general case.
Consider again C 1 and C 2 in sequence, but now with independent subdomain test data. There is a decomposition of each input space into a finite disjoint set of subdomains, and corresponding subdomain-output values obtained by testing. If subdomains are relatively homogeneous, a single output value approximates the behavior on each subdomain. Given any input X , it falls in some C 1 subdomain. Suppose inputs in this subdomain have average output Y . Y falls in some C 2 subdomain where the average output is Z . Then Z approximates the output of the sequence C 1 ; C 2 on input X and thus independent component test results can be combined to get (approximate) system results. The calculation is not accurate unless the subdomains are perfectly homogeneous so that all outputs in each subdomain are the same (and hence equal to the average there). But it might be expected that by shrinking the subdomain size the accuracy will improve.
For numerical input domains, there is a more accurate approximation to the component behavior. By fitting a straight line to test data within a subdomain, output variations over the subdomain are captured. Consider again C 1 ; C 2 where the behavior on each of their subdomains has a linear approximation. Given input X , it falls in some C 1 subdomain on which the line is ( The subdomain approximation with constant output on each subdomain will be called the step-function approximation; the one with linear behavior will be called the piecewise-linear approximation. Subdomain test results for any program (component or system) consist of:
(1) a finite list of disjoint subdomains whose union is the program input domain; (2) an output value for each subdomain. For the piecewise-linear approximation this value is a (slope, intercept) pair for the line.
Subdomain test results are thus an acceptable form for a component "catalog entry" as described in Section 1. It can be measured for a given component, and as we see next, it can be calculated for systems.
The heart of a testing theory of component composition based on subdomains is that from independent subdomain tests of two components, the results of a subdomain test of these components in sequence can be calculated, without ever forming the series system or testing it. There is an algorithm for calculating an approximate "equivalent component" for a sequence.
Algorithm B. (Stateless Functional Sequence Composition, Step-Function Approximation).
Input: Subdomain test results for each of two components C 1 and C 2 . Output: Subdomain results for the series system U = C 1 ; C 2 . Algorithm: The subdomains of U are exactly those of C 1 . Let S be an arbitrary subdomain of U , and Y the C 1 output there (from the C 1 test results since the subdomains of U are those of C 1 ). If Y falls in some C 2 subdomain with output Z (from the C 2 test results), then the output of U on S is Z ; otherwise, U 's output for S is undefined.
A similar construction for the piecewise-linear approximation is somewhat more complicated because the subdomains for U may be fragments of those of C 1 . Details are given in Hamlet [2007b] .
"Glue code" is a name given to fragments (often of a surrounding control program) needed to adjust the interfaces of components that do not quite fit together. In the restricted context of this article, there is no surrounding program, yet something like glue code is often needed, for example, to scale an output range to match a following input domain. It is always possible to insert a series component to make the match.
To synthesize an equivalent component 1 for
intersect the subdomains on which T is true with those of B, and on these copy the values from B's test results; intersect the false subdomains of T with those of C, and here copy C's test results. The intersections create refined system subdomains. If there is no else, for C use an identity component with zero runtime, which can be perfectly captured in the piecewise-linear approximation.
It is something of a surprise that we can algorithmically find an equivalent component for a loop from its component descriptions. The approximate nature of the subdomain test data enters essentially in the construction of an equivalent iterated component. If the loop is while T do B od, it can be unrolled any finite number of times.
if T then B fi; if T then B fi;...; while T do B od
In the step-function approximation, suppose that the equivalent component for if T then B fi has K subdomains. Then in at most K unrollings of the loop, the iteration will either be seen to be nonterminating or the composite subdomain values will be obtained. Intuitively, each unrolling may remove one or more subdomains from consideration (because T goes false on them), in which case the synthesis algorithm requires composing in series at most K copies of if T then B fi with no residual loop. Or, no subdomains are removed on some unrolling, which signals nontermination. The equivalence of a loop with its unrolling applies only to output, not to runtime. A modification to the equivalent component for if T then B fi is required in the repeated series composition to avoid repeating T 's runtime incorrectly. (For the piecewise-linear approximation the bound on number of unrollings is more complicated.)
Nonfunctional properties of components are sometimes compositional in the same way. In this article we mostly use runtime as the example. Thus add to Algorithm B:
On C 1 subdomain S let the step-function approximate runtime of C 1 be R 1 . For the subdomain of C 2 in which C 1 's S output falls, let the approximate runtime of C 2 be R 2 . Then the approximate runtime of series system U on S is R 1 + R 2 .
The three system-building constructs of sequence, conditional, and iteration are sufficient to construct an arbitrary software system [Bochm and Jacopini 1996] . Straightforward algorithms like Algorithm B construct, in both the stepfunction and piecewise-linear approximations, an equivalent component for 
Components with Persistent Local State
In the ideal CBSD paradigm state must be encapsulated within components; if there were a global state, some extra, "system-level" code would be required to manipulate it. Each component is allowed a single persistent floating-point state value, kept in a permanent disk file with a unique name. A step-function approximate description of a component involves two orthogonal sets of subdomains, one for input, the other for state. The description itself (catalog entry) comprises three two-dimensional tables of values: as in the stateless case, one for output and one for runtime, and an additional table for output states. Thus the graphs of a catalog-description approximation, instead of being step functions over the input, are three step-plateau functions, rectangular flat steps above the rectangular subdomains in the input-state plane. To measure the average values of these plateau functions requires only sampling in each (input×state) subdomain. Systematic sampling is not really correct; sampling will be discussed in Section 3.1 to follow. For the moment, imagine that stepplateau descriptions are available for a collection of components.
The basic algorithm for calculating from two such descriptions a description of their series system is a straightforward adaptation of Algorithm B. The composite system state is a cross product of local states.
Algorithm B . (Functional Sequence Composition with State).
Input: Subdomain test results (three step-plateau functions) for each of two components C a and C b . Output: Subdomain step-plateau functions for the series system U = C a ; C b . Algorithm: Let C a have a typical input subdomain J a and typical state subdomain H a , while C b has typical state subdomain H b . The input subdomains of U are the same as those of C a , while U 's state subdomains are like H a × H b . Thus a typical subdomain of U is S = J a × H a × H b . Let Y be the C a output on J a × H a (from the output step-plateau function of its test data). If Y falls in some C b input subdomain J b , and the C b output for J b × H b is Z (from the C b test data), then the output of U on S is Z ; otherwise, U 's output for S is undefined. Similarly, the runtime and result-state values for S are obtained from the other two step-plateau functions of the components.
In the stateless case, Algorithm B yields tables for the system that have exactly the same form as its input tables. Algorithm B is not as tidy: Its subdomains are like J a × H a × H b , one dimension higher than the input tables. Its output states are not the single-value ranges of input states, but pairs. If one of the two series components is stateless, the system state is identical to that of the other component and the dimension increase does not occur.
The adaptations of the stateless algorithms for calculating an equivalent component for the conditional and iteration constructions are also straightforward, but there are a number of complications. In a conditional, the result has a potential for a triple cross-product state, one dimension from each of the three components involved. In the loop the state of the body component does not multiply (although the result may have a two-dimensional state if both the guard and the body have state), but unrolling is less useful, since it applies only to output, not to either runtime or state.
Proving the Theory
Algorithm B and the others for calculating the results of combining catalog descriptions for components are almost entirely a matter of complicated bookkeeping, pulling values from the component subdomains and combining them to populate the system subdomains. It is usual in mathematics to argue for the correctness of such algorithms as "obvious," or "by construction." What this means is that once the underlying ideas are understood, anyone would agree that the algorithms can be made to work. There may very well be blunders in the bookkeeping, but if a mistake comes to light, it will be evident how to adjust the construction to fix it. Sometimes a more formal proof is given for such algorithms, usually by induction on the size of the instance (here perhaps the number of subdomains and the number of system constructs). But everyone agrees that such proofs are "uninformative," that is, they are useless in understanding the algorithms.
In the present case, these algorithms are the basis of CAD tools that implement synthesis of arbitrary systems. Since the algorithms are straightforward, so is the coding of these tools, but blunders are even more likely. Algorithm B , for example, involves more than ten pages of Perl code. Fortunately, there is an unusual way to validate the tools, described in Section 3.3.
TOOL SUPPORT
Research-prototype tools were implemented in Perl to:
(1) test and approximately describe components using subdomain testing (that is, to create catalog entries for components), and (2) make the theoretical calculations described in Section 2 to synthesize properties of a system built from components (that is, to calculate an approximate equivalent component for a system).
The second set of algorithms is the core of a system-design CAD tool. A number of support tools were also written to analyze and display the results of measurement and synthesis. Altogether the tools comprise about 7000 lines of noncomment Perl code, but there is some overlap between the stateless and with-state versions. The CAD tool that handles both cases is about 1800 lines.
Component-Testing Catalog-Entry Tools
A component developer has executable code, and must make measurements to create a catalog entry, that is, a list of subdomains and an approximation to functional, runtime, and result-state values on each subdomain. Our componenttesting tools use a configuration file containing the subdomain list, sampling frequency, and name of the component executable file. From this information a catalog entry is created by attaching to each subdomain a triple of values (output, runtime, state). In the step-function approximation, values are averages obtained by sampling over the subdomain. The component-testing tool produces a plot of the approximation obtained by sampling compared to the measured component behaviors, with the measured relative root-mean-square error for each subdomain.
3.1.1 Stateless Catalog Descriptions. Figure 1 shows the step-function approximation to a stateless artificial component C 0 constructed to illustrate the tools. The horizontal axis in Figure 1 is marked with the subdomain boundaries (light tics crossing the axis), chosen by subdividing an input domain of [0,10) into 25 intervals, smaller where the function changes more rapidly. To obtain the average values each subdomain was sampled three times. The approximation is perfect only for functional values on the interval [4, 5) where the component's actual output is constant. The weighted average root-mean-square error is 2.0% for the output and 1.8% for the runtime.
For the stateless case 2 the tools also implement a more accurate approximation by fitting a line to the measurements in each subdomain. For C 0 this piecewise-linear approximation is perfect, because the component behaviors are linear. With this better approximation, the tool output shows measured and predicted curves for C 0 that coincide, and zero root-mean-square error in every subdomain.
Catalog Descriptions for Components with State.
As an illustrative component with state, choose C m that uses its state to define four "modes." Figure 2 displays the output step-plateau graph 3 for C m . Inputs in [0,1) are used to set the mode (state) value; this behavior comprises mode 0. In the other modes the component has one of: (mode 1) linearly increasing output; (mode 2) behavior similar to C 0 of Section 3.1.1; (mode 3) parabolic output. Defining and storing modes that subsequently influence behavior is a very common use of local state, used notably by interactive applications whose users set "preferences" (the modes). The input domain for C m was chosen to be [0,10) and the state domain [0,5). There were 20 input subdomains and 10 state subdomains. Each of the 200 cross-product subdomains was systematically sampled nine times.
The systematic sampling used to obtain Figure 2 is natural, and corresponds to the way states are often sampled in testing practice. However, systematic state sampling is wrong in principle. Unlike input, state is not an independent dimension under the control of the tester. What really happens is that a component initializes its local state value, then subsequent inputs drive it from state value to state value completely under program control. Each such sequence of inputs starting from state initialization is repeatable, but within a sequence a repeated input may lead to different results because of the changing state. Therefore, only certain states are possible. Systematic sampling may produce phony results, by setting an "input state" that never actually occurs. By changing the sampling to sequences of random inputs, we can see what C m really does (Figure 3 ). The four modes are clearly visible in Figure 3 , and other states between and beyond them are seen to be infeasible. Infeasible states do not appear in executions, so neither do they appear in measured approximations. Figure 3 was obtained by testing C s with 30 sequences of uniform random inputs, sequence lengths uniformly distributed in [0, 30] . In these sequences there were a total of 474 input values. The weighted root-mean-square error in Figure 3 is 1.8%.
A component with local state has result-state behavior as well as output: When in a given state, an input drives it to a new state. Figure 4 shows resultstate behavior for C m , sampled correctly with the same random input sequences used for Figure 3 . In this case the root-mean-square state error is 0.6%. The difference between testing with systematic state sampling and the correct input-sequence sampling need be no worse than in the C m example. Systematic sampling gets the right answer for feasible states but may include infeasible states. However, one style of coding can lead to completely erroneous output and runtime behavior for systematic state samples. If a component processes a state "reset" condition by taking no action except to create a base state with a throw-away output like a "Done" message, systematic state sampling can show output "Done" and its runtime as the only possibilities. The code intends that behavior occurs in a sequence of executions, the first to create state and subsequent ones to use that new state; but none of these subsequent executions occurs in systematic state sampling. Unless care is taken, each of the systematic samples appears to be the "reset." 3.1.3 Summary of Component-Description Tools. A component developer can use these tools to examine the behaviors of a component being implemented. The developer is working from a specification, which serves as a test oracle for the code, usually applied by hand. The measured data of graphs like Figure 1 can be compared to the oracle to verify that the implementation has not failed. Other verification methods will probably be applied as well. For example, it is common to define a collection of specification-based functional subdomains for testing, or to use uniform distribution random testing, or informal proving techniques. These other verification techniques are unrelated to our tools. In particular, the subdomains we use are not likely to be ones that come from specification-based tests.
Once the developer is confident that the component code is behaving correctly, our tools create a catalog description, which is their primary purpose. It is tempting to call this description the component "specification," following standard usage in the world of mechanical and electrical components. But in this article we avoid "specification" with any meaning other than an a priori list of requirements that should have been implemented. The catalog description is an approximation to the implemented component's actual behavior. This may be the desired behavior, but not necessarily, unless the developer was both careful and lucky in verification.
The catalog entry itself is a table defining (for example) the step function shown in Figure 1 or the step-plateau functions of Figures 3 and 4. The description can be "executed" by table lookup as described in Section 3.3; such an "execution" of an approximation would reproduce the step/plateau functions shown in the figures.
System-Design (CAD) Tools
A systems designer designing a component-based system works from a components catalog and tentative ideas about how these components should be combined. To explore this process, we have implemented a CAD tool that takes as input a collection of component approximate descriptions (that is, catalog-entry tables produced by the specification tools of Section 3.1) and a description of the system into which they are to be combined. Its output is a system prediction in the same form as the component descriptions; that is, an "equivalent component approximation" for the system. The system form to be used is given to the tool as a reverse-Polish string of sequence, conditional, and iteration operators whose operands are components. The CAD tool uses the algorithms of Section 2 to synthesize each construct as a subsystem in the form of an equivalent component, then combines these in turn, ultimately synthesizing the complete system as a single table that can be executed by table lookup.
A support tool produces a plot of the predicted behavior. The predictions can be compared with values obtained by running a system formed by linking together the actual component code in the given structure. To illustrate the CAD tool, consider the simple system structure shown in Figure 5 , which was chosen to illustrate all three constructs. Figure 5 also shows the reverse-Polish description with operators Series, Conditional, and Loop, and the successive synthesis steps to produce equivalent components, culminating in E 4 for the system.
An Example Using Stateless Components.
To keep the exposition as simple as possible at first, only two stateless components are placed in the six boxes labeled C1-C6 in Figure 5 . An input domain of [0, 10) is arbitrarily chosen for the example. The conditional test components C2 and C4 are written as the same component T that returns true only in the interval [2,6), with a constant runtime of 0.2. Components C1, C3, C5, and C6 are copies 4 of C 0 , whose behavior is shown in Figure 1 . The step-function approximation is used. First the equivalent component E 1 is synthesized for the loop of C2 and C3. Three unrollings are required for termination in 29 subdomains. Next the series combination of C1 with E 1 is synthesized to E 2 . The conditional equivalent component E 3 is synthesized from C4, C5, and C6. Finally, E 2 in series with E 3 produces a system equivalent component E 4 . Figure 6 shows the resulting predictions with the actual system behavior systematically sampled 300 times for comparison. The first thing to notice about the actual system behavior is that even for this simple expository example it is complicated. There are four discontinuities that result from the conditionals, but their locations are not intuitively obvious. The approximation errors are largest in subdomains [0.25, 0.50) (second from left in Figure 6 ) and [8.75, 9 .38) (second from right), where system discontinuities do not fall on a subdomain boundary. The weighted average root-mean-square error is 4.9% for output and 3.2% for runtime. A detailed investigation of system predictions for stateless systems, exploring the way in which the accuracy depends on the accuracy of component approximations, is presented in Section 4.1.
An Example Using Components with State.
It is more difficult to give an expository example of system synthesis using components with state, because of the way in which system state grows dimensionally. Unless a system has all stateless components but one, its behaviors will depend on more than two dimensions so they cannot be easily graphed for visualization. We therefore choose for illustration the simple system of Figure 5 containing just one component with state: All the nonconditional components are C 0 except C1 is taken to be C m from Section 3.1.2. like C 0 . The measurements (plotted crosses) in Figure 7 were obtained with 50 random sequences of inputs containing 1212 points, as for C m in Figure 3 . The weighted average root-mean-square error is 5.9%. Since only C1 has state, the system state is a copy of it, and the system state prediction graph is the same as Figure 4 . Further discussion of system-synthesis accuracy with state will be deferred to Section 4.2.
"Executing" Component Catalog Entries
Component catalog entries themselves can be "executed" by table lookup; that is, to obtain the approximate behaviors of a component for input x and state s, look up (x, s) in the subdomains of its catalog description, and return the functional-output, runtime, and result-state values stored there for the subdomain containing (x, s). In the step-function approximation the values returned are constant for all (x, s) in the same subdomain. The "equivalent components" synthesized by the CAD tools are in the same form, and they can be similarly "executed." This is the sense in which a calculated system is available to its designer "on paper." Anything that could be learned from executing the actual assembled system can be learned (approximately) by table lookup in the calculated equivalent component for the system.
It is sometimes difficult to conceptualize execution using a description that does not execute its parts. The computed equivalent components are static, and do not go through the motions that would be intuitively expected. For example, the equivalent for a conditional does not, when executed, test its condition. A loop equivalent does not in any sense iterate. If the theory involved were a formalism like Floyd-Hoare logic [Floyd 1967 ] or Mills functional calculus [Mills et al. 1987] , there would seem nothing strange about composing descriptions to get a new description. But because ours is a testing theory, it is possible to fall into the idea of execution when there is none. However, there is an intermediate way to look at the theory which helps to bridge the intuitive gap.
Given the system structure, executable catalog entries can be treated as code by surrounding each with a table-lookup wrapper. Then an approximate system can be assembled by linking these wrapped tables together in the given structure. Such a system, when executed, has exactly the same behavior 5 as the CAD-calculated system equivalent, but it does go through the expected operations: The conditional components do test inputs (by table lookup), the loops do iterate (the table lookups), and so on.
This intermediate system formed from the approximate component catalog descriptions has two very useful applications: First, it serves as an oracle for checking the correctness of the CAD tools. If CAD validation tests such as described in Section 3.2 are run not against the real system code, but against the table-lookup version, they should show zero errors everywhere. The correctness of the lookup system depends only on proper measurement of each component description and proper linking for each of the system constructs. These implementations are simple and can be seen to be correct early on. They are then used in every case study to certify that the CAD calculations (by no means simple or obviously correct) are right. Second, when it is difficult to derive information that intuitively depends on execution from the CAD approximation, the tablelookup system can be used instead. For example, the trace facility mentioned in Section 5.2 that follows was implemented initially only for executions. But traces for CAD approximations could be obtained with the same tool, by using the table-lookup components.
Section 3.5 discusses the performance of the tools, comparing the times required to execute a real system, to execute a system by table lookup in each of its component catalog entries, to make the CAD calculation, and to execute the calculated system equivalent.
Artificial Components Constructed to Order
The components employed in the expository examples of this article are artificial. We began with "real" components, but found that they were not good at stressing the theory and tools or for gaining insights about the CBSD process. What appeared at first an expedient turned out to be a cornerstone of this study.
Initially, we tried to create or find "real" components whose behaviors would make good case studies. We first used a vending-machine specification that is a standard object-oriented programming exercise. The components of the machine select a product to vend, accept money deposited, make change, and so on. A Java implementation was compared to the reliability application of the theory with excellent results: The predictions were perfect. However, closer examination showed that this was a trivial consequence of the simplicity of the example: The component behaviors were constant on obvious subdomains so the example was no real test of the theory. Next, we crafted a Java component that calculated by brute-force trial the spacing between the first two primes larger than its input, and studied this component in series constructions. The theory runtime predictions were wildly inaccurate, which we traced 12:16
to measurement errors when the Java runtime environment did an unexpected garbage collection; we also had difficulty with repeatability of the measurements on UNIX systems where the accuracy of the timing primitives is limited to one scheduling tick. When these problems were sorted out, the results were again excellent [Hamlet et al. 2003 ], but detailed study of the example showed that despite its complications it was a trivial application of the theory.
Because the prime-spacing example was long-running, we hit upon the idea of constructing "phony" components to order. Any executable program can be surrounded by a wrapper that measures properties of its execution. In particular, we had been obtaining process runtime by an operating-system call in the wrapper, sending the runtime value to stderr. In retrospect it is an obvious insight to realize that waiting for actual execution is not necessary. If a phony component is created that simply writes runtime values to stderr but does not actually use that time, it is not possible to tell the difference between it and a real component with a timing wrapper. This trick has several advantages, as described next.
(1) It allows the easy creation of arbitrary component runtime functions. The first of these is the most important. The functions can be made arbitrarily complex in a direct way, without the need to consider what a component is "really" doing (or to wait for it to do it).
Closed-form formulas were used in phony components to produce interesting behavior functions. For example, the following is the Perl code for the component C 0 whose behavior is plotted in Figure 1 . $x = <STDIN>; if ($x < 4) { $y = 2*$x + 1.5; } elsif ($x < 5) { $y = 9.5; } else { $y = -.9*($x-5)+9.5; } $t = .1*$x + .3; print "$y\n"; print STDERR "$t\n"; A generator was also written to create phony stateless components behaving like a pair of given finite graphs with linear interpolation between the points. It allows a "real" component to be replaced with an efficient phony one by sampling the real component's properties and giving the graphs to the generator. We tested the generator by applying it to the prime-spacing component, where we were able to closely reproduce its behavior, including the discontinuities resulting from the Java garbage collection.
Testing methods have traditionally been validated using a small collection of "toy" programs. 6 The constructed components employed here might be thought worse than "toys." However, our example components are often harder on the theory than real ones would be: They are contrived precisely to stress it as real components failed to do in our initial attempts. The component C 0 used in the exposition of Section 3.2.1, for example, has input-output behavior that varies widely and nonmonotonically over its domain. Although the examples of Section 3.2 are contrived to demonstrate the tools supporting our model, they were not adjusted to exhibit the features that they do. Similar features appear in every example in which component behaviors have substantial variation, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Performance of Analysis and Synthesis Tools
Although little effort was expended on efficiency in the prototype tools, their performance is promising.
The analysis tools for component developers necessarily use brute-force sampling, so their running time is proportional to the number of subdomains, the number of test samples in each, and the component execution time. We tend to discount the inefficiency of these tools because a component developer is doing the measurement work once, to be used by all subsequent systems designers. The performance of CAD synthesis tools is of greater interest, because their efficiency determines how long a systems designer has to wait for predictions from a particular design and hence how easy it is to try different designs.
A companion article [Hamlet 2007b ] analyzes the performance of the stateless synthesis algorithms in detail, but for present purposes it is enough to note that CAD performance depends only on the number of system constructs (roughly the number of components in a system) and the number of subdomains in the components being combined. On the other hand, actual system execution time depends on the number of test inputs, the number of components, each one's actual runtime, and the iteration counts for loops. When "executing" a table-lookup system built from the components' catalog entries as described in Section 3.3, the runtime for any input to any component is a small constant but the subdomain must be looked up, requiring a time that depends on the number of subdomains. Only one input per subdomain need be tried in the step-function approximation. These parameters are largely distinct for the three ways of getting information about a system, so time comparisons can be contrived to favor any of the three schemes. But when the number of actual test inputs and actual runtimes are large relative to subdomain counts, the CAD tools have a large advantage, the table-lookup system executions are second best, and actual system execution is slowest.
On a 1.7 Ghz PC the synthesis time for the example stateless system of Section 3.2, which has 6 components, 5 synthesis steps, and 25 subdomains, is about .88 s. The table-lookup execution time is about 2.9 s and for actual execution 23 s. Since the components are artificial, the measured actual runtime is nominal, reflecting only the overhead of running a process. If the actual average system runtime were 100 ms and 20 samples were taken per subdomain, the system would take an additional 50 s to test. The large disparity for small examples reflects mostly a difference in overhead: The calculations do When components keep persistent state, the sampling domains increase in size quadratically, which increases the disparity. Furthermore, executions now have to manipulate the files that hold state values, another high-overhead operation.
VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS
Experimentation with software theories differs in principle from experiments to test a scientific theory. In science there is an objective reality, sometimes called "nature," which determines the possible experiments. Nature also simplifies the experimental situation because many natural phenomena are continuous. Continuity allows the experimenter to interpolate with confidence between relatively sparse samples. On the contrary, software is a human creation that can be changed at will and is intrinsically discontinuous, so that sampling its behavior (that is, testing it) is often misleading. A software theory is useful if it captures and simplifies software properties so that they can be understood. Experimentation with a theory seeks to observe real software behavior, and to learn if the theory exhibits the same behavior but is easier to control and understand. Perhaps it is better to call theory a "model" of real software. "Validation," checking the correspondence between model and reality, is not as meaningful for software as for physics. A good model simplifies, and thereby distorts reality, but although this necessarily makes it "invalid," its explanations can be useful. We do not need to experiment with an abstraction to learn about software-we can experiment with the thing itself. But when experiments with real software are incomprehensible or inconclusive, it may be better to work with a model.
In software experiments there is a unique potential for error: The experiments themselves use software tools that can be faulty.
To be useful, an experiment comparing theory and reality must be "revealing." It should expose how well reality is captured, but in a way that teaches us something new about what is happening in the situation.
Experimental validation of basic software theory then has three purposes.
Check the mathematics. There can be a mistake in the mathematical model, some important aspect of the situation improperly captured by a definition, or a proof in error. It is an important role of experiments to expose such mistakes.
The argument is biased in favor of the theory because the reason for making more actual test runs would be to improve the quality of testing. To be fair, more subdomains should then be used in the theoretical cases. The table-lookup times increase only when there are loops that take more iterations to complete. 8 The use of a "transfer matrix" in our initial theory [Hamlet et al. 2001] was such a definitional mistake. We also failed initially to understand that loop synthesis was deterministic and that the unrolling of loops did not apply to runtime and state. These mistakes were immediately discovered by experiments. 
Test the implementation of tools. For simple cases it is possible to calculate the theoretical results by hand, and cases of perfect approximation should produce perfect predictions. There is a unique opportunity for checking our tools because the predictions of the theory can be obtained in two entirely different ways and compared, as described at the end of Section 3.3.
Investigate the theory's assumptions quantitatively. Any theory fails to the extent that its assumptions do not hold. Learning how these failures manifest themselves and how the assumptions can be quantified to control inaccuracy is essential to improving a theory.
One way to investigate the theory is to run case studies in which subdomains covering part of the input space for a simple system are refined. In such an experiment we hope to see the accuracy of the theoretical predictions improve and stabilize. When the approximation is perfectly accurate, the predictions should be perfect. Aside from the fun of finding and fixing bugs in tools, the most interesting aspect of a case study is the insight it provides into the character of "bad" subdomains. How large and ill-chosen can subdomains be, yet the theory still make relatively accurate predictions? What characteristics of software and its test subdomains influence the prediction accuracy?
A Systematic Subdomain-Refinement Experiment (Stateless Components)
A number of system structures were investigated using constructed stateless components whose behaviors vary widely. The most complex had 12 components combined in 9 system constructs with a structure including common patterns like conditionals within loops, sequences within conditionals, etc. The simplest systems had a pair of components in sequence, since the series construction is basic to the theory. Beginning with large subdomains that make little attempt to capture the component behaviors accurately, the subdomains were systematically refined to observe the improvement in prediction accuracy.
A simple but typical case study uses the structure of Figure 5 , but with the differing component behaviors listed in Table I . An input domain of [0,10) was arbitrarily selected for the case study. Component C1 is C 0 shown in Figure 1 . Figure 8 shows a measured description of another component (C6 in Table I ) using the piecewise-linear approximation with 20 subdomains. For component C6 (as for all these components) the piecewise-linear runtime approximation is perfect; Figure 8 shows that the piecewise-linear functional approximation to C6 is quite accurate except in a few subdomains, for example, just above input 6 where a cusp falls inside [6,6.5).
The example is explicit and concrete: Every detail is given in Table I and Figure 5 . The corresponding measured system behaviors are shown in Figure 9 . Table II summarizes experiments on component behavior using the stepfunction approximation as subdomains are refined. In the table, accuracy measures that average over the whole domain ("Overall" and "Mean" columns) improve steadily as the subdomains are refined, so that by the time there are 64 subdomains the overall errors in the predicted functional values are near 4% and the runtime errors are near 1%. The system prediction errors follow the component approximation errors: In the lower half of the table, halving the subdomain size reduces the overall prediction error by about half. However, KEY: "rms Error" is the root-mean-square deviation of the approximation averaged across all weighted subdomains and all components. In the groups of four columns headed "Functional % Error" and "Runtime % Error", "Overall" error is a direct comparison between prediction and system measurement obtained by averaging equispaced samples across the input domain without regard for subdomain boundaries; "Max" is the largest error over all subdomains; "Mean" is the average over all subdomains; ">5" is the number of subdomains with error of more than 5%. the measures that look at each subdomain ("Max" and "> 5") show large errors persisting and even increasing in a few subdomains. This anomaly will be discussed shortly. Using the piecewise-linear approximation gives better predictions, as displayed in Table III. The successive lines in Tables II and III represent the same subdomains in each component approximation. The final count of system subdomains in corresponding rows is larger in Table III because the piecewise-linear algorithm creates new subdomains for each series synthesis. That these subdomains are an improvement over the step-function case is illustrated by the final two rows in Table III, which repeat the sixth and fourth rows from Tables II  and III , respectively. Although its subdomains are about four times as large for the components and somewhat fewer for the system, the piecewise-linear predictions are more than four times more accurate. In terms of the effort required of a component developer, the piecewise-linear approximation is thus nearly 20 times better. Table III also displays the anomaly of persistent errors in a few subdomains in the first three rows, to be discussed next. Tables II and III show the component-measurement errors steadily decreasing with smaller subdomains, which is a consequence of approximation theory for real-valued functions. 9 The theory is validated in the case study by the corresponding steady decrease in the system-prediction error. Furthermore, there is a nearly linear relationship between the approximation error in the component measurements and the prediction error, shown in Figure 10 . The proportionality constant is 3.4 for the piecewise-linear approximation, 4.8 for the step-function approximation; for the latter, the first two rows of Table II have been omitted from the upper curve as outliers (circled points). The proportionality constant grows with the complexity of the system being synthesized, being bounded by the number of synthesis steps, or roughly the number of components in the system.
The information in Tables II and III can also be displayed graphically. Figure 11 shows the system predictions for the step-function approximation (128 system subdomains); Figure 12 is for the piecewise-linear approximation (115 subdomains). The superiority of the piecewise-linear approximation is evident. Figure 13 displays a small region of Figure 11 , showing a subdomain in which inaccuracy persists: the anomalous behavior in Tables II and III . The explanation is that predicted behavior can only change at subdomain boundaries. If Step-function-approximation predictions (solid line) and measurements (dotted line). there is a rapid change in actual behavior (a discontinuity in the figure) within a subdomain, the prediction cannot track it. Halving the subdomain size may only recreate the same (or worse) relative error in a smaller subdomain. However, such errors are confined to subdomains that occupy a smaller and smaller part of the whole domain, so the overall error decreases.
In Figure 13 the discontinuity near 6.7 is an emergent system property that arises from a combination of components. Anomalous system subdomains are a residual form of the "noncompositional" nature of testing discussed in Section 2. Component developers working in isolation can do nothing to mitigate the effect except improve the approximation of catalog descriptions everywhere on components' domains. However, a component's discontinuities themselves usually create system discontinuities, and if the subdomain boundaries in the catalog description are placed at the points of discontinuity, a corresponding system anomaly does not occur. Developers should use particular care in creating subdomains for components that will be used as conditionals. A conditional's discontinuities are the points at which it switches between true and false, and a misplaced subdomain boundary leads to a subdomain with an "average" value that is neither. The tools arbitrarily assign a binary value to such subdomains, but the prediction error that results can be out of proportion to the subdomain size, since it will cause the wrong component of two alternatives to be selected.
The insight that composition of subdomain-measured properties may have unpredictable emergent consequences requires all of the context of this experiment: a simple theory, supporting tools, and components chosen to force difficult cases to occur.
Subdomain-Refinement Experiments with State
It was not difficult to select a typical example system for the stateless case study reported in Section 4.1; all stateless examples we tried exhibited similar features. The theory is taxed most when component output behaviors are discontinuous or rapidly changing, so we combined such components in a structure using all the possible system constructors. It is more difficult to devise a representative example with state because of the many ways local states might be used in a system. Making most of a system's components stateless produces the most comprehensible examples with graphical results (e.g., Figure 7 in Section 3.2.2); but then little of the state theory is used.
Small case studies in which several components have state are unlikely to be representative because of the myriad of ways state is used. So instead of a single example, we present two that model common uses of state:
(1) iteration to achieve convergence; (2) use of "modes" and mode interaction.
These uses can be modeled only crudely within the restrictions imposed on components, but the exercise holds some surprises. Random input sequences are the correct ones (as opposed to systematic sampling) to use in measuring component catalog entries and in validating system predictions, because infeasible states are omitted. In graphs like Figure 3 , these states don't appear; rectangles are missing. Unfortunately, random input sequences may fail to exercise hard-to-reach but feasible states. It is an unsolvable problem to determine whether an omitted subdomain will never be sampled by any input sequence or whether some untried sequence would reach it. At the component level, as a part of verification, the tester should check that state subdomain sampling agrees with the domain of the component's specification. 10 At the system level, the same unsolvable problem arises: In an attempted validation, some system subdomains may not be sampled.
The reverse can also occur in validation: Some system executions can fall outside all of the calculated subdomains. In this case the fault always lies with some component catalog entry: A subdomain there was not sampled, and the component tester judged it infeasible, but was wrong, as values arising in system execution subsequently show. When this occurs in a system-synthesis calculation the quick fix is to redo the component sampling systematically. When there are infeasible states, this may waste a lot of time, and it distorts the measurement of component approximation errors (because errors in infeasible states should not count). As discussed in Section 6.1, at system level systematic sampling doesn't make sense, so the only remedy for apparently missing states is more extensive random input sequences.
Iteration to Convergence.
A common use of state is in a loop whose body repeats until some kind of convergence is obtained. Our example has a test component C t that uses its state to remember the previous value returned by a body component C r . C t terminates the loop when the next iteration returns a value close enough to the previous return. C r uses its state to remember the term of a geometric series which it accumulates. The system while C t do C r od thus crudely models numerical computations like Newton-Raphson iteration. Table IV shows what happens as the component subdomains are refined by repeatedly splitting them in half, starting with about four subdomains in each dimension for each component. In Table IV the component measurements used random-sequence sampling, 250 sequences, a total of 31368 points in each row of the table. Values for C t and C r are averaged in the "Component Measurements" columns. System measurements were made with 100 random input sequences each of 4414 points. The system state is a twofold cross product of local states from C t and C r . The "State" columns show the magnitude of the vector sum of the errors in the state's two parts. The columns labeled "max" are the error in the worst subdomain. The discrepancy between weighted average error over all subdomains ("ave" columns) and the maximum in the worst subdomain indicates that many subdomains were badly approximated. For example, in row 4 of Table IV, the functional prediction whose weighted average error was 14.0% was worse than this in 50 out of 195 subdomains. Table IV generally shows improvement in the average component measurement accuracy, leading to improved prediction accuracy. However, the improvement is much slower than in stateless cases (Tables II and III in Section 4.1), the state prediction never becomes very good, and there are persistent large measurement/prediction errors in some subdomains (further discussion to follow). The number of system subdomains grows by about eight times in each successive split (2 2 more subdomains ×2 components), but almost all of these represent state combinations that never occur.
Component C t is responsible for the slow reduction in "Component Measurement" errors in Table IV , which exposes an inherent limitation of approximation by subdomain testing. It is impossible to adjust subdomains to track the actual true -false output behavior of C t , because its boundaries are not rectangular. Figure 14 shows the output approximation for C t in row 4 of the table where the false (0-value) region is a diagonal swath. The upper and lower planes are exact approximations, but along the swath edges the subdomain boundaries do not track exactly, leading to the approximations that appear as midlevel rectangles. For such "mixed" cases the tools choose the majority one/zero value when synthesizing with C t in a conditional construction. There are 103 of these "mixed" subdomains, and for 29 of them the the majority choice was wrong in Figure 14 . The "mixed" behavior does not disappear for smaller subdomains as explained at the end of Section 4.1. What does happen is that for smaller subdomains relatively fewer will be in error along the swath edge.
It remains to explain the persistent large prediction errors in some subdomains and the overall poor prediction of system result state (last columns of Table IV) . In these experiments, as in all our case studies, we checked the correctness of the CAD tools in each instance by comparing their prediction to the table-lookup "execution" of a system formed from the catalog entries of its components, as described in Section 3.3. The check failed for conditionals when either branch component has state, and in loops (as a consequence of unrolling into conditionals) when the body component has state, as in the system of Table IV. This anomaly arises from an inherent limitation of step-plateau approximation (and not from mistakes in the CAD implementation as in many other cases!). In calculating the state values of the equivalent component for a conditional, values must be supplied for local states in the "unexecuted" branch. For example, a subdomain in the equivalent may come from the THEN branch, but part of its result-state value arises from state in the ELSE branch. The ELSE is not involved in the composite output or runtime or the part of composite state that comes from the THEN component, but a value must be calculated for the state part that is local to the ELSE. The correct calculation is identity, but a true identity value is not available in the step plateaus. The best that can be done is to fill in some value that lies in the input state subdomain; the CAD tools use the midpoint. This usually disagrees with the table-lookup execution of components that is literally leaving the state of the unexecuted branch alone, a true identity. The anomaly could be corrected as described in Section 6.1, but in Table IV it accounts for the large state prediction error. In subsequent series compositions, these wrong states can either disappear (when they happen to fall in the correct subdomain afterward), or can cause growing errors, not only in state, but in output and in runtime, because they go to the wrong subdomain. Loop synthesis is the worst case because the calculated state of the body can drift badly.
It is evident that the approximation theory is not useful for predicting the results of numerical convergence: Using over 2 million subdomains to get 4% average functional accuracy instead of a half-dozen iterations of actual code is no bargain. The implication is that such iterations should be encapsulated in a single component, not implemented with an intercomponent loop. In this case component-independent development is a false goal.
Modes and Mode Interaction.
A case study used to study the relationship between unit and system testing [Hamlet 2006 ] can be adapted as a refinement experiment. It uses two components with state.
-C e , an "editor" component, uses its state to model two basic ideas of a text editor like the UNIX "visual editor" (vi). First, an editor has two basic modes, one for input in which most inputs are just stored, and one for commands in which most inputs cause editing actions of varying complexity. Second, in command mode, state is also used to tailor commands, for example, to remember the last string argument so that it need not be retyped. -C c , a control component, is intended to act as a front-end to C e , using its state to remember several modes: -shadow of C e 's input/control mode, so C c knows what C e will be doing (it cannot, of course, access the local state of independent component C e ); -mode to invoke C e , but C e is not permitted to change its input/command state, nor to change its tailoring parameter; -mode to force C e to toggle between input/command state, split into submodes to allow only three such changes; and -dialog mode in which C e is not involved.
Stateless components C d and C a are also needed: C d handles the dialog; C a is glue code that filters inputs to C e to prevent it from taking actions not desired by C c .
Hamlet [2006] gives complete details of the behavior of these components. Here we display only the output behavior of C e provided by the tools, to show how the editor-like features are modeled. In Figure 15 , negative states (at the front) represent "editor input" mode in which neither input nor state affects the behavior; positive states (at the back) are for "editor command" mode, with complex input-dependent output and a state-dependent aspect to the output (the linear drop-off toward state 0 in the middle of Figure 15 ), which models the tailoring of commands using a state parameter. States in [−0.5,0.5) are infeasible, modeling that not all parameter values are allowed.
The system structure of the case study is if C c then C a ; C e else C d fi. Hamlet [2006] describes the expected system behavior with eight composite system modes that are cross-products of local states in C c and C e . Here we are only interested in how well the behavior of a complicated system can be predicted. Table V shows the effect of subdomain refinement, in the same format as Table IV . 120 random input sequences (7217 points) were used for both component and system-validation measurements. A few feasible subdomains were missed when testing C e in the last three rows of Table V , which led to some system subdomains without predicted values (1 in the fourth row-0.6%; 12 in the last row-3%).
Rows 2 and 3 of Table V are bracketed together to show the effect of handtuning component subdomains. Row 1 was obtained with about 15 subdomains for each component in each dimension and no attempt was made to match them to component behavior. Row 2 has these arbitrary subdomains each split in two. Row 3 starts from row-2 subdomains, but instead of mechanical splitting, they were adjusted by hand to reduce component measurement errors, using toolprovided graphs like Figure 3 and lists of errors in each subdomain. This effort was successful as the bracketed rows show. With the hand-tuned subdomains in row 3, the prediction results are about the same as in row 2, but with fewer than a third as many subdomains for calculation. Rows 4-6 of Table V were obtained by successively splitting all subdomains in half, starting with the hand-tuned ones of row 3.
In Table V the weighted average prediction error nicely tracks the reduction in components-measurement errors, but again errors remain large in some subdomains. This anomaly is less severe than in Table IV ; for example, in row 4 of Table V, the functional prediction average error of 1.7% has a maximum of 40.3%, but an error over 5% occurs in only 7 out of 162 executed subdomains (4%). The explanation for such persistent errors is thus probably the same as that for the stateless system in Section 4.1. However, the difficulty of displaying four-dimensional graphs makes it harder to be sure about the cause.
Summary and Critique of Refinement Case Studies
For the tools described here, the verification would take the form of comparing the equivalent component that approximates the complete system behavior to the specification. The advantage over executing real system code is speed and strong tool support that is independent of programming languages and operating system platforms.
Another way to phrase the unit-versus-system testing question is: Is testing really noncompositional, as is usually supposed? To what extent can everything about assembled system properties that could be learned by testing the system, be instead learned from only component measurements and calculations?
Some observations about the experiments presented in Section 4 are next provided
Simple case studies. The case-study systems are all small and use artificial components. These components and combinations were chosen to tax the capabilities of the theory and tools, using experience gained from pilot experiments (Section 3.4).
Complex behaviors. Even starting with a healthy respect for how complicated software is, it is surprising how difficult it is to grasp intuitively the behavior of the simplest components and systems. Explicit graphs like Figure 6 show unexpected behavior; when there are no graphs as in the studies of Section 4.2, it brings home how hard it is to know much about what software is really doing.
Quality of unit testing. The root-mean-square deviation of a measured approximation from the actual behavior of a component (Section 3.1) is a precise quality measure of the unit test from which it is taken. It validates this metric to show, as Section 4 does, that it can be used to accurately predict system properties. In contrast, the usual metrics of test quality are weak surrogates. There appears to be no theoretical or sound experimental evidence validating unit-test coverage measures of test effectiveness, for example. If indeed a good unit test must be able to serve as the basis for system predictions, then the failure of unit-test methods in practice is explained because they use a very few ill-considered subdomains.
Input, output, runtime, and state. A complex interdependence exists between predictions of output, runtime, and state. All predictions should be dominated by functional-output predictions, since in series composition the second component receives its input as the first's output. There is no such general cascade effect involving state prediction, since component states are local. However, errors in state prediction accumulate for the body component in a loop, making loop predictions the least accurate. As a consequence of these dependencies, it is possible to have perfect component approximations of one property compromised by the others. For example, the system runtime predictions in Table III are not perfect, although the component runtime measurements are.
Tuning subdomains with state. It is much harder to adjust subdomains to better capture the behavior of components with state than when they are stateless. Partly the reason is that useful graphical presentations are much harder to give (a consequence of the quadratic rise in descriptive data for the state case). But interactions in behavior between input and beginning state can also make it impossible to capture boundary behavior with rectangular subdomains, since the boundary may be an arbitrary curve through (input×state) space. Figure 14 is a simple example where this curve is a diagonal swath.
Tool validation. Artificial case studies are only weak validation of a theory. Reality can't be simplified without perhaps omitting its very aspect that would kill the theory. But the experiments of Section 4 and many others, less organized, provide high confidence in the tool implementations. At each refinement step of every experiment, a comparison was made between the calculated system and table-lookup "execution" of the approximated components in the system configuration as described in Section 3.3. This has the effect of using the tools on a series of more and more complex components that are each perfectly approximated (because the approximations are being treated as if they are the components for execution). An observed zero-error system prediction verifies that the tools are working correctly. It will be no surprise that many mistakes in the tools were exposed and corrected in this way.
This work was begun as an exercise in subdomain-testing theory [Hamlet et al. 2001 ] without any idea of implementation. So the most surprising result is that it is possible in principle to algorithmically calculate what a system will do from component measurements. The extreme restrictions on component interfaces are necessary to the algorithms, but this is one accepted path to theoretical explanation. The initial theory did not include state (as most testing theory does not to this day), so it was an additional surprise that the addition of state processing to the tools was straightforward.
For stateless components the theory and tools work very well. The only thing that seems to matter is rapid or discontinuous change in the functional behavior of components. When subdomains are sized and placed to match discontinuities, accurate predictions result. Good graphical visualization support is easy to provide and very helpful in understanding what happens.
When there is state, no simple summary is possible. The use of state to implement a handful of "modes" is really just a way of packaging a handful of stateless behaviors in one. Once the state subdomains accurately isolate each mode, predictions are accurate if the input subdomains handle discontinuities as described before. On the other hand, interactions between input and state functions may never be captured adequately. The more components have state, the harder it is to understand the cross-product system state behavior and the more poorly the approximation and synthesis algorithms perform. In particular, state combinations where a conditional-test component has state and so does a component it controls may not be well captured by the synthesis approximations.
When the theory fails to give accurate predictions, there are two interpretations: The first, obvious one is that theory is useless and sensible people should ignore it (this theory, anyway). But a second interpretation is that this theory describes how well unit-test quality translates to system quality. So when a particular case fails, that case is one in which unit testing is not valuable. Extending this insight, those units themselves may not be of value; it would be better to combine the offending combination into a single component. The trade-off is between how difficult it is to test single components well (when too many have been coalesced) and how meaningless good component tests are (when there is too much separation).
The most interesting observation to arise from the experiments of Section 4 is the existence of emergent system test properties such as prediction errors that persist in some subdomains (Section 4.1, Figure 13 ). These seem to be the noncomposable nature of testing reappearing at the subdomain level when subdomains banish it at the domain level. In the ideal CBSD process there is nothing a component designer can do about failures of the theory that only emerge for particular system designs, except perhaps test to a far higher standard than seems needed or wise. In the experiments of Section 4 we strictly adhered to the ideal: We used measurements of system properties only for validation, never to adjust component measurements. For example, an emergent system discontinuity could have been traced back to the component combination that created it, and the subdomains of these components adjusted to create better system subdomains near the discontinuity. But in practice, a system designer might make the best of both worlds by breaking slightly with the ideal. A few rough actual system tests will indicate how good the CAD predictions are. If they are accurate, design can proceed using them. If they are poor, the problem can be traced to an offending component combination (as in Section 5.2 to follow) and those components can be replaced with better ones. Or, components can be sent back to their developers for further directed testing peculiar to emergent properties of this particular system.
USING COMPONENT CATALOG ENTRIES AND CAD PREDICTIONS
When a system designer decides to use a certain collection of components in a particular design, working with ideal CBSD tools is the same as working with code except that: (1) the tools can be much faster and easier to use than code executions, and (2) everything is only an approximation to actual behavior. Insofar as the designer would like to learn anything using testing methods, it can be done approximately without resorting to code. The ideal CBSD paradigm protects proprietary information about components, since not even their binary forms are made public.
Functional vs. Nonfunctional Predictions
System testing requires an oracle, usually a human being reading a system specification, to judge the success or failure of test executions. In some cases, the approximate CAD-synthesized tables can be usefully compared to an oracle's judgement. It is possible to get a good sense of the general shape of a piecewise continuous function by looking at graphs such as Figures 6 and 7. However, except for scientific applications in which numerical results have specified error bounds, the CAD-calculated functional values are likely to always be judged failures, even though they are (say) within 1% of what actual code correctly does. However, even rough functional approximation suffices for the prediction of nonfunctional properties like runtime. Nonfunctional specifications are often less precise than functional ones. For example, runtime may be required to be within a given response time, or reliability to exceed a given value. If there is some leeway in such specifications, it may be enough to absorb the calculation errors in the CAD tools, and permit a valid prediction that a nonfunctional requirement has or has not been met by a design using particular components.
For example, in Figure 11 , suppose that the response time is required to be less than 3. Then, knowing the catalog-entry error of 0.41% (Table II, row 6) , and that in a six-component system the CAD calculation might stretch this error by about 5 times (Figure 10 ), the predicted runtime values might be wrong by about 2%. From the graph, the largest predicted runtime is about 2, so a prediction that the designed system will meet its response-time requirement seems safe, since 2 ± .04 < 3. Even in the much poorer results for systems with state, the runtime predictions are not bad: At around 10000 subdomains where the calculations are almost instantaneous, the runtime error is perhaps about 10% in Table IV and 1% in Table V .
Interface Between Components
The tools that execute a composite system for comparison with the theory's predictions include a trace facility by subdomain. Each input given to the system is monitored to see which (if any) subdomains it reaches in each of the components that comprise the system. The trace data allows the system developer to study what happens at the internal system interfaces.
A more detailed variation of the "composability" problem for testing theory mentioned in Section 2 is profile distortion between components. The operational profile of input data presented to a system is seen by the first component, but as information passes among the components, the profile is distorted. Adequate testing of a component buried in the system structure should take account of this profile it sees in place, but of course the in situ profile cannot be known until the system design is complete and all components are in place. Unfortunately, profile distortion in a system is substantial even in the simplest cases. For example, if the system of Figure 5 described in Section 3.2.1 is given inputs from a uniform profile (density 0.04 over each of 25 subdomains), the profile seen by C6 (the component in the false branch of the conditional in Figure 5 ) is shown in Figure 16 . There is no way that the component developer can know that this would be the appropriate test profile; using a uniform test profile for C6 would be badly wrong. For example, the density seen by C6 in [8.75, 9.38 ) is about 0.25, not the uniform 0.04. Profile distortion is an elementary consequence of using components in series, but concrete examples such as this one bring this fact home.
It is subdomain testing that solves the problem of how to test a component without knowing its eventual use. No matter how the in situ profile weights inputs, they have been sampled. The payment for this generality is effort wasted in particular cases: For example, in Figure 16 all the component tests in subdomains [0, 0.25) -[1.5, 1.75) and [2.0, 2.25) -[5.0, 5.63) are wasted for the trial system. The finer the subdomain division, the better an arbitrary profile can be handled, but the more effort may be wasted. An extreme version of profile distortion occurs when one component's output goes outside the catalog-entry input domain for a following component. When this happens in executing a real system, there is usually a catastrophic system failure. The Ariane-5 flight-control software failed [Lions 1996 ], for example, when a component sent a symbolic error code as output to a routine expecting a short integer. The CAD tools, by calculating for all system-input subdomains, must necessarily detect any such problem, and the trace data allows the system designer to study the failure before system construction. There is a difficulty, however, in presenting the failure information to the CAD tool user. In a sequence composition of two components CA and CB, the CAD tool issues messages like Output 103.6 from CA subdomain [3,7) does not fall in any CB subdomain.
The system designer can then examine the situation to discover whether CA is producing the wrong value on [3, 7), whether CB should have been able to handle 103.6, or whether the design itself is wrong, for example, CA should not be in series with CB.
But suppose that such a difficulty arose 11 in the example system of Figure 5 , with the message Output 9.5 from E 2 subdomain [1.25,1.5) does not fall in any E 3 subdomain.
The message arises in the last step of the synthesis of Figure 5 when the subsystem consisting of components C1, C2, and C3 (equivalent component E 2 ) is being composed in series with the subsystem of components C4, C5, and C6 (equivalent component E 3 ). The diagram of Figure 17 presents the situation. The trace facility allows the tools to trace back to the original components that form the system by expanding the equivalent-component boxes. At the next level, expanding E 2 and E 3 , we have Figure 18 . In Figure 18 the designer can see that the mismatch is inside E 3 at the input to component C6.
The domain analysis of the example can be performed entirely by CAD tools, using no actual system executions.
12 It demonstrates the detection of a system design problem (mismatched component interfaces) "on paper."
A Reliability Application
When components are placed in series, their runtimes add (with the proviso that in the second component the runtime function sees an input that comes from the first component). For the nonfunctional property of reliability, the component failure rates should be measured, and the failure-rate complements (reliabilities) multiply where runtimes add. Taking the usual assumption that failure rate is constant in each subdomain [Musa et al. 1990 ], a stateless component's reliability description is a step function. The theory and tools described earlier can be used to measure component reliability and to predict system reliability.
However, the underlying reliability theory has an important deficiency. The low failure rates of high-quality software cannot be directly observed: In a practical amount of test time, reasonably good software does not fail. The best that can measured is an upper bound on failure rate and an upper confidence bound for the measurement [Hamlet 1994 ]. The component-synthesis tools therefore calculate only bounds on system reliability from bounds obtained by executing the components that make up the system, none of which is actually observed to fail. The theoretical predictions therefore really cannot be validated; all we have is prediction of a bound and experimental data that the bound is not violated, a much weaker result than the quantitative runtime validation experiments of Section 4. It was this difficulty that led to the use of runtime for most of our studies. However, decomposition into subdomains exhibits some interesting reliability features.
Consider again the case-study system of six components used in Section 4.1. frequency the reliability bounds are poor. Increasing the sampling to 300 random samples/subdomain in all components except 500 samples/subdomain in C5 and 700 in C6 improves the 90% upper-confidence-bound reliability to better than 0.9 (failure rates below 0.1) in all components. For the system of Figure 5 , the lower curve in Figure 19 shows the predicted reliability for the system using 32 subdomains (the fourth line in Table II ). The calculations are the same as those for the runtime curve in Figure 11 , but multiplying the stepfunction component failure rates instead of adding component runtimes. The lower curve in Figure 19 predicts the poorest system reliability in the interval [.75, 1.75) . Guessing that this involves the loop construction, the test sampling of component C2 was increased to 8000 samples/subdomain, 13 raising its reliability bound from about 0.94 to 0.99. The upper curve in Figure 19 shows the system improvement.
The scenario described in this section, predicting the reliability of a system design using catalog-entry values for its components, then making component adjustments to improve the result, is an example of design by trial. The system designer might request that the developers of component C2 test it more thoroughly, or might substitute another component whose catalog reliability is better.
EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Research-prototype tools are easy to extend and always in need of improvement. The present collection is coded in very pedestrian Perl; much of the work was done by high school students working under a summer mentoring program. Perl was chosen to make the learning curve shallow for short-term projects, which has been very successful but created tools that could use documentation and cleanup. The current versions of all tools are available online [Hamlet 2007a ], along with tutorial examples and many of the components used in this article.
Issues for Tools that Handle State
The present tools that create catalog entries for components with state can sample in two ways: systematically in the two-dimensional (input×state) subdomains, or using random sequences of inputs. The former may record infeasible states as possible, but the latter can incorrectly miss a feasible state because too few sequences were tried. A missed state can show up in system-synthesis calculations as an interface mismatch, as described in Section 5.2. If there are only a few such omissions, it would be reasonable to simply ignore them in synthesis, rather than force the component designer to use systematic sampling. A compromise would be to mix the two by adding a few explicit subdomains to those that arise in random sequences. At the system level the tools try only random sequences of inputs because it seems unlikely that many of a huge collection of cross-product states will be feasible. (For example, in the last line of Table IV , only about 0.03% of the subdomains are executed.) Further exploration of systematic sampling at the system level is called for.
In the initial CAD implementation including state, it was decided that only the step-function approximation would be implemented. This decision came from bad experience with the numerical stability of subdomain splitting in the stateless piecewise-linear approximation CAD algorithms, despite their significantly better accuracy. It was not anticipated that this would in principle compromise the correctness of an equivalent component computed for a conditional (and hence also for a loop), as described at the end of Section 4.2.1. To fix that error, linear approximations could be implemented over both input and state subdomains. The former choice follows what has already been done for the stateless case, but the latter is problematic: State values are often discrete and fitting linear functions seems inappropriate.
There is another subtle difficulty that would be resolved by implementing linear approximation in the input dimension for components with state. In a series composition whose first component is approximated by an input step function, the resulting equivalent component can have no subdomains but those of that first component. When the second component has complex behavior that can be captured only by careful choice of subdomains, yet the first component needs only a few, then although it looks to the components' developers like they have both done an adequate job, the synthesis calculation will be inaccurate: The second component subdomain detail will be washed out by the first component's simplicity. This happened with C a ; C e in the system of Section 4.2.2. The effect doesn't show dramatically in our validation experiments because all subdomains are being refined together. It does explain why in Table V the maximum predicted output errors remain high despite excellent approximations in all components.
Discrete state values are often thought of as "modes" of a component or system, selecting a tailored behavior based on history rather than requiring input parameters to set the "mode" on each execution. For this view it would be more appropriate to take the simplest state values to be integers rather than floating-point values, and a more natural model might allow multiple state values rather than require the state to be coded into a single value.
Application to "Real" Software
The experimental exploration in this article utilizes artificial components and systems chosen to stress the subdomain theory and provide fundamental insight into algorithms for system-synthesis prediction. The tools are general so long as the restrictions to single floating-point input/output/state values are observed. Although mathematical software sometimes does observe these restrictions, we do not believe that using it for "real" examples will be informative. Real mathematical programs use sophisticated algorithms and extensive computations to get accurate results efficiently, but when viewed by the results alone, our components in Section 4 put more stress on the synthesis algorithms and reveal more about where they succeed or fail.
To experiment with more interesting components means lifting the restrictions to single numerical values. Using coding techniques from recursive function theory can turn a tuple of inputs into a single value, but allowing tuples directly only complicates the bookkeeping in tools, so that would be a first step. More important is to allow nonnumeric types, notably "string." This raises hard questions about how to sample and approximate wider types, questions that testing theory has not addressed. For strings, one idea is to categorize strings by relevant properties (which might be derived from a specification) and to collect string inputs into subdomains using tuples of properties. For example, if string length, presence of upper case, and number of distinct member characters were three properties, consider the subdomain S 1 = [5,9) × {1} × [1,6), that is, strings of length 5-8 containing some upper case and fewer than 6 distinct characters.
Strings in S 1 Strings not in S 1 xxxXx xxxxx ABCDEE ABCDEFGH 12244Z55 A1233333333
Whether such subdomains are useful of course depends crucially on the property selection.
Concurrency
Many, perhaps most, real component-based designs make essential use of concurrent execution. Often the parallel execution involves far-flung processors communicating over a network. The practical applications of these systems are of utmost importance, and a number of important theoretical issues such as multiversion programming (MVP) can only be discussed in a concurrent setting. The primary deficiency of the theory presented in Section 2 is that it makes no attempt to include concurrency. Part of the reason for this omission is our goal of a simple theory-testing of concurrent systems did not seem the place to start. It is hard to imagine a concurrent testing theory extending the underlying Goodenough and Gerhart basis. Arbitrary interleaved executions, race conditions, deadlock, etc., are not intuitively "functional." However, the essence of parallelism-that is, two components executing independently at the same time-can be given a simple functional description, which has now been added to the testing theory and implemented in the tools described in this article.
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In this model, a "slave" process that is to be started in parallel with a "master" is a regular component with or without state, as defined in Section 2. The "master" has a more complicated semantics that receives an input, initiates the "slave" and delivers a functional result to it, then computes while awaiting a functional return from the slave, which the master may use as a second input, finally returning its own functional result. The slave's runtime overlaps with part of the master's, but the master also has stand-alone runtime before the slave begins and after it terminates. The master's description involves several output and runtime functions, but a parallel system synthesized from a master and a slave reverts to being a regular component that takes an input and delivers an output and a runtime, the latter including a portion that is shorter because of the overlap. The tool implementation of a "master" description has a lot in common with the case of a component with state, since it too has behavior functions that depend on a pair of values. For testing itself, excellent tools have been devised to execute and monitor the messy reality of concurrent components, notable those of Kramer and Magee [2006] .
RELATED WORK
To the best of the author's knowledge, the work presented in this article is new: Foundational issues in software testing theory are investigated using tooldriven experiments, in the context of software components and their composition. The testing theory that originated with Goodenough and Gerhart [1975] and the subdomain approach of Howden [1976] have previously not been applied to this context, nor have tools been implemented to experiment with testing theory in any context.
Other promising theoretical treatments of components use the pre-and postcondition formalism now called "design by contract" [Meyer 2000 ], model checking [Xie and Browne 2006] , or bounded exhaustive testing [Dennis et al. 2006] . But these treatments do not apply to testing and they are less amenable to experiments. Perhaps the work closest to ours uses the Daikon tool [Ernst et al. 2001] that approximates programs using test data to induce assertions. However, Daikon uses testing as a device to investigate logic-based specifications rather than to look at testing itself; Daikon has not been applied to components and their composition. Meinke [2004] has used approximation very like ours (and with the same restriction to numerical data) for seeking failures in standalone stateless programs.
14 In the time period the article was awaiting publication; this section was added in proof.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We implemented tools to experiment with a fundamental, testing-based theory of software component composition. The theory approximates the behavior of components using subdomain testing, then uses these approximations to calculate approximate properties of systems built from the components; the tools measure the approximations, then make and validate system predictions.
We experimented with the tools using artificial components whose behavior could be easily adjusted to tax the capabilities of the synthesis algorithms. Theoretical predictions could often be made accurate by refining the test subdomains for their components. Good system predictions using stateless components turns on the discontinuities and rapid variation in those components' functional behavior. These cause persistent prediction errors in some system subdomains, but as subdomains are refined the error subdomains contribute less and less. When components have local state, predictions are less good. An explosion in cross-product subdomains makes it difficult to understand why behavior is not being captured and it is too expensive to carry subdomain refinement very far.
Unit (component) testing is surprisingly good for obtaining system predictions without system tests. But to be trustworthy the unit tests must be painstakingly done. Today's practice falls far short of the necessary standard.
